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Abstract. Process mining analysts need to work with event data to dis-
cover (business) processes, interpret results and report meaningful con-
clusions. Although process mining tools are constantly enhanced and
advanced techniques are developed to enrich the functional scope in the
field, little is known about the individual needs of analysts and the issues
they face while conducting process mining projects. This paper aims
to close this gap by uncovering perceived challenges occurring in prac-
tice. Based on an interview study with 41 participants, we identify and
describe 23 challenges, spanning different project phases and directly
affecting the work of process mining analysts. We discuss whether meth-
ods and techniques exist that can help to overcome these challenges and
where further research is needed to devise new solutions and integrate
existing ones better into process mining practice.

Keywords: Process mining · Challenges · Interview study · Process
analysis · Work practices

1 Introduction

In the last two decades, the interest of companies to leverage, analyze and mone-
tize their data has massively grown. Therefore, analysts are required to acquire,
wrangle and explore data, build a statistical data model and report the obtained
results [20]. Especially in the area of process mining [18], where specific algo-
rithms are applied to event data to discover and improve (business) processes,
the need for trained analysts familiar with different process mining tools is grow-
ing [9]. Although there is an increasing demand to attract analysts to work in
process mining, little effort is made to better understand their ways of work-
ing [10] and particularly, how they approach the analysis phase [21].

With introducing their research framework, vom Brocke et al. [2] have just
recently directed researchers towards the consideration of different levels in ana-
lyzing and contributing to the field. Particularly relevant to the context of this
paper is the individual level they propose, in which attention is drawn to the
“effects of process mining on people’s interaction and mode of work”.

However, individual entry hurdles and aspects hindering the implementation
of process mining projects remain largely unconsidered in the research commu-
nity so far. In this paper, we try to close this gap by shedding light on these,
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so far unknown, aspects. In particular, we address the following research question
(RQ): “What are the challenges perceived by individual process ana-
lysts during a process mining project?”. With this research question, we
complement the previously published results from [11], who identified challenges
in the context of process mining on the organizational level.

Having a comprehensive overview of existing process mining challenges allows
us to better understand where there is a need to develop support for the daily
work practices of analysts. In this way, the risk of a process mining initiative to
fail could be mitigated and analysts would be supported to work efficiently.

To answer the research question, we analyzed data from a semi-structured
interview study conducted with 41 process mining analysts from academia and
industry. The interviews were conducted in the scope of a broader study dur-
ing which all participants were asked about the challenges they have already
experienced and those they perceive in process mining in general.

As an outcome of this paper, we present a catalog of 23 challenges perceived
by individual process mining analysts. Then, we discuss whether approaches
exist that can be applied in process mining and reflect on avenues for future
research to devise novel solutions or integrate existing ones better into practice
to support process analysts.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss related
work. Section 3 presents the research method and in Sect. 4 findings are reported,
organized by the project phases they relate to. Then, we discuss the findings and
limitations of our work in Sect. 5 and conclude the paper in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Our research focuses on challenges reported by individual process mining ana-
lysts. Therefore, we build upon existing work on (i) process mining challenges
as well as more generally (ii) on challenges reported by data analysts in related
fields, such as exploratory data analysis (EDA).

To our knowledge, there is no publication to date that explicitly reports chal-
lenges stated by process mining analysts regarding their individual perceptions
during an analysis task. However, since general, technical and organizational
challenges in process mining have already been reported selectively in other
papers, our work is related to them.

One of the first publications in the field explicitly listing challenges is the
process mining manifesto [18]. The authors describe 11 rather broad and generic
shortcomings across all levels of process mining (e.g. “C2: Dealing with Complex
Event Logs with Diverse Characteristics”), motivating researchers to develop and
enhance algorithms and methods in different areas. Especially “C11: Improving
understandability for Non-Experts” is closely connected to research at the indi-
vidual level of process mining and remains topical. About six years later [13]
reviewed the process mining literature and examined whether the challenges out-
lined in [18] remain open. Their findings show that despite the wealth of research
published in the field over the years, none of the reported challenges have been
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satisfactorily and exhaustively solved. In [12], the authors report challenges of
applying process mining in the healthcare domain, remarking some of the chal-
lenges of [18], such as the issues related to concept drift and data quality, but also
reflecting on the needs of healthcare organizations, such as the involvement of
patients and health stakeholders in process mining projects. Somewhat domain
agnostic, [11] published their results of a Delphi Study focusing on opportunities
and challenges associated with the use of process mining in enterprises. Based on
their survey, the authors identified 32 challenges, three of which are extremely
relevant in terms of their support from experts: “Lack of management support”,
“Poor data quality” and “Complex data preparation”.

Next to related work on process mining challenges, we considered papers
reporting challenges of individual data analysts in general. For example, the
authors of [8] conducted semi-structured interviews with 35 data analysts to
better understand the enterprise analysts’ ecosystem and their challenges. They
discuss challenges emerging in 12 different areas during five analysis phases. The
authors in [20] follow a comparable method to [8] and extended previous work
by the aspect of exploration within the data analysis.

Even though our work focuses on the identification of individual challenges,
the boundaries between individual and organizational challenges may not be
strictly separable for the individuals interviewed in our study. Therefore, we will
compare our results to those of [11] and [8] in Sect. 5 and highlight where our
work extends the reported results.

3 Research Method

In this section, we describe the design of our study and outline key aspects of
the interview data collection and analysis.

Study Design. To investigate challenges perceived by analysts during a process
mining project (cf. research question in Sect. 1), we followed a qualitative app-
roach. Specifically, we designed an interview study as part of a broader obser-
vational study during which participants engaged in a realistic process mining
task. The task served as an anchor for the interviewees to reflect upon a concrete
analysis and challenges emerging in their work practices. To participate in our
study, we required participants to: (i) have analyzed at least two real-life event
logs in the past two years and (ii) be knowledgeable of at least one of the process
mining tools available for the task.

Materials. We designed the process mining task to observe participants as they
analyze the road traffic fine management event log [3] guided by a high-level
question. The focus of the task was on the mining and analysis phase [5], i.e., we
provided participants with a ready-to-use log for their analysis and allowed them
to use one or more of the available process mining tools. The interview protocol
consisted of semi-structured questions grouped into four parts: (i) activities and
artifacts; (ii) goals; (iii) strategies; and (iv) challenges. All the questions were
designed to be asked twice: the first time in the context of the process mining
task; the second time regarding the participants’ general work practices.
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Execution. We recruited participants in our professional networks and via snow-
ball sampling [6]. We collected the data in the summer of 2021 via virtual meet-
ings with the participants. A few days before the meeting, we administered a
background questionnaire to gather information about the participants’ demo-
graphics, process mining experience and expertise. On the day of the meeting,
we supervised the process mining task and conducted the interviews in a semi-
structured way, complementing our interview protocol with questions prompting
participants to describe their work experiences within their current organization.

Participants. Overall, 41 people (21 practitioners and 20 academics) from 27
different organizations participated in our study. On average, the participants
reported 4.5 years of experience in process mining and most of them indicated
experience in related areas, such as data science and business intelligence. 11/20
academics also indicated experience in the process mining industry.

Data Validation and Analysis. Initially, we watched and transcribed the video
recordings of the whole session and assessed data quality. On average, each ses-
sion lasted 83 min, 30.5 min of which were dedicated to the interviews.

For the analysis, we followed a coding approach based on grounded the-
ory [14], coding the whole interview in three rounds, with a focus on the ques-
tions asking explicitly about challenges. We considered all statements of the
interviewees referring to perceived difficulties or obstacles arising when conduct-
ing process mining analyses, similar to the definition provided by [11]. First, we
focused on analyzing participants individually and fragmented the text using
“in-vivo” and open coding [14] to capture core concepts related to challenges.
Then, we used axial coding to refine codes and aggregated them into categories.
Finally, we relied on selective coding to focus on the most frequent categories
and find relationships among them until we achieved saturation. As a threshold
for selecting the final set of challenges, we considered the categories supported
by at least 4 participants. Each coding round was conducted by one author
and was followed by a check that the other authors conducted independently to
ensure consistency. All the authors collaboratively contributed to revising and
refining the codes. As a result, we obtained 23 challenges supported by 371 par-
ticipants’ statements. Since the challenges were related to different phases of
process mining projects, we organized them along the phases described in [5].

The interested reader may find supplementary material including the inter-
view questions, participants’ details and the final coding scheme at https://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.6422094.

4 Findings

In this section, we present the 23 challenges resulting from our analysis, organized
in project phases ranging from “Defining Research Question”, “Data Collection”
and “Data Pre-Processing” over “Mining & Analysis” to “Stakeholder Evalua-
tion” and “Implementation” [5]. In Fig. 1, we provide an overview of all the
challenges. We did not identify any challenge for the “Implementation” phase,

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6422094
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in which process improvement measures identified from previous phases are
implemented. Four of the 23 identified challenges are considered overarching
since the corresponding statements are associated with several project phases.

For each challenge, we report its name and the number of participants men-
tioning it. We indicate the count of practitioners (P) and academics (A) in the
form of #/41 (P = #, A= #). For direct quotes, we note the participant ID
(p#).

4.1 Defining Research Question

The first phase of a process mining project is characterized by planning the
analysis and defining the research question [5]. 15/41 (P = 8, A = 7) participants
reported three different challenges related to this phase.

The first challenge is named “Question Formulation” (C1). 10/41 (P = 6,
A = 4) participants stated that having a question is important because oth-
erwise “you can spend hours and hours doing something that doesn’t have an
impact” (p24). However, the identification of a goal for the analysis and related
research questions is perceived as difficult: “it is very often hard to identify the
correct question” (p36). Analysts either struggle with the formulation of the
questions, lack specifications from the process owner or report that the pre-
scribed question is too broad or too narrow to enable a meaningful analysis. For
example, p24 reported that he “felt limited” in one of his analyses because “in
this case [the question] was already specified”.

The following challenge, “Access and Use of Process Mining Tools”
(C2) was mentioned by 6/41 (P = 3, A = 3) participants. It includes problems
related to the required infrastructure and access to process mining software. Par-
ticipants reported that organizations “do not have the tools implemented” (p22)
or that they are “not sure how these tools can be applied” (p25). In addition,
participants also mentioned that usability “is always an issue everywhere in our
tools” (p24) and often prevents them from using a certain tool.

Identifying the “Process Mining Suitability” (C3) was perceived as chal-
lenging by 4/41 (P = 3, A = 1) participants. It was pointed out that for “a lot
of the questions you don’t need process mining to answer or you can use process
mining as a tool in the toolbox where you have a lot of other tools that you use
around” (p12). It is considered difficult to identify process-mining-specific use
cases and convince others about the usefulness of applying process mining. For
example, p11 stated that “it is hard for process mining consultants to convince
people that it is something we should have, a new process mining project targeting
this and that”. As a result of these concerns, it is reported that process mining
projects are not pursued or stopped in an early stage. Participant p34 stated
that he analyzed event logs “much less than I wanted to do and than it would be
useful” because stakeholders “are not ready to start process mining studies”.
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Fig. 1. Overview of all 23 identified challenges organized by process mining project
phases [5]. For each challenge, we report a numeric ID identifying the challenge, its
name, its description and the number of participants (No.) reporting the challenge.
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4.2 Data Collection

In the “Data Collection” phase, the main goal is to understand and extract the
data required for the process mining project [5]. In total, 23/41 (P = 14, A= 9)
participants reported challenges related to this phase.

During “Data Extraction” (C4), which was reported to be challenging by
11/41 (P = 6, A = 5) participants, event data is extracted from source systems
in which the process is executed. Participants stated that data extraction is
time-consuming and that there are issues due to strong dependencies on third
parties, such as IT departments. Analysts need to invest into “explaining to the
partners what [they] really need from them and what [they] really need from the
data to be able to start” (p15), which makes “getting the total data sometimes
the biggest challenge” (p31). Additionally, participants emphasized challenges
while identifying the right data (“how do you find the data that you need in these
huge databases?” [p16]) and while consolidating the data from different sources.

When the data itself can be extracted, 9/41 (P = 6, A = 3) interviewees
reported that “Data Availability” (C5) is a challenge in their projects. It
includes the problem of having sufficiently comprehensive data to enable mean-
ingful analyses. For example, p35 described: “we had less or not enough event
data to check because the process has been changed. And we didn’t have that many
cases and it wasn’t enough to say if the process is working or not”. Participants
also reported that process steps are executed outside of the information systems.
For example, when “at the end you have maybe a letter that goes out and, in
that case, to have a digital footprint of the whole process, is very difficult” (p26).
Ultimately, process mining “is limited to what was recorded by the system” (p8).

“Data Access” (C6) is required to determine what data should be col-
lected but also to be able to understand the data. 6/41 (P = 5, A = 1) of the
interviewed analysts described that they experienced challenges in their projects
due to missing access to the raw data. They pointed out that legal restrictions
or company internal data security/privacy policies limit access to data, making
it challenging to get “permission to get access to the data” (p11). And indeed,
the GDPR1 and even stricter local regulations of personal data can limit process
mining use cases [7].

Furthermore, specifically for practitioners, it is important to understand the
functionality of the source system and the underlying database structure. For
“Source System & Data Structure Knowledge” (C7) 4/41, (P = 4, A = 0),
participants reported difficulties in understanding database models and were
lacking “system knowledge if it’s not SAP and the standard process” (p9). They
experienced these difficulties because analysts are often “not an expert on the
system and the settings there” (p9).

4.3 Data Pre-Processing

The “Data Pre-Processing” phase focuses on the creation of the event log. For
this purpose, data quality is assessed and the process events are created [5], which
1 https://www.gdpr.eu.

https://www.gdpr.eu
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contain at least the case ID, event description, and event timestamp. Further
information can be added as required [18]. 24/41 (P = 12, A = 12), i.e., more
than half of the interviewees, reported challenges related to this phase.

The predominant category of challenges in this phase is “Data Transforma-
tion” (C8), supported by 17/41 (P = 9, A= 8) participants. It was reported that
data transformation is a “very big part of each process mining initiative” (p1),
although “it’s not straightforward to put them in a process or in an event data or
a XES format” (p18; referring to data retrieved from an ERP System). Besides
these general issues, there are more specific, subsidiary challenges related to
adding event or attribute information to the event log/data model and finding
the right aggregation level for the events. Participants reported that it feels like
a “philosophical question of which activities to add” (p39) and that not hav-
ing defined appropriate events is problematic because “if you don’t have those
activities, it can be quite hard to yeah, to refine your analysis” (p14) later on.

The challenge of “Data Quality” (C9) was raised by 15/41 (P = 6, A = 9)
participants from our study. Interviewees reported that data pre-processing is
“quite challenging because the industrial data, the sensor data... sometimes the
quality is very poor”, and that “data quality and event log quality are the most
important challenge for the further analysis” (p28). Data quality issues can be
manifold, but “noise in the data” (p16), problems in the format of the date fields
and missing timestamps were particularly prominent in our interviews.

Closely related to poor data quality is also the assessment of data quality,
referred to as “Data Validation” (C10), to ensure that data are correct,
complete and representative of the process to be analyzed. 5/41 (P = 3, A = 2)
participants reported that it is time-consuming “to check if the data is ok and
accurate” (p35) and that validation is an important step not only in process
mining but also in many data-based analysis methods because “you will always
get an answer but the data will not tell you that the answer is invalid” (p12).

4.4 Mining and Analysis

In the “Mining & Analysis” phase, analysts apply process mining techniques
to explore event logs [5]. 38/41 (P = 19, A = 19) of the interviewed participants
reported challenges during this phase of the process mining project.

About half of the participants, 18/41 (P = 8, A = 10) reported difficulties
connected to their “Tool Knowledge” (C11). They stated that they “didn’t
feel very comfortable with the tool” (p8) or that they “had to apply filters and
[were] not sure where to find it” (p10). Participant p15 summarized that the
tools “work all in a very similar way and they basically use the same algorithms.
But, remembering where those patterns are and how to click in the right sequence,
it’s not always easy”. This leads to the assumption that tools require a certain
level of expertise and training to perform an efficient and meaningful analysis.
However, when looking at the background questionnaires (cf. Sect. 3) only two
of the 18 participants reporting this challenge ranked themselves as ‘slightly
familiar’ with process mining tools, while all the others were moderately, very
or extremely familiar with process mining software.
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Another important aspect during the analysis phase is the “Event Log &
Data Model Understanding” (C12), for which 15/41 (P = 8, A= 7) partici-
pants described challenges. They include difficulties in understanding attributes
of the event log (“the main challenge was to understand the attributes of this
event log because many of them had a similar name” [p41]) as well as “under-
standing the data model”, which “is probably the biggest challenge” (p14). Indeed,
different process mining tools support different kinds of data structures. While
some participants are used to work with a data model based on several tables,
other tools are designed to load only one table representing the event log.

Challenges related to the available analysis techniques and their combination
are covered in the category “Process Mining Techniques” (C13) which was
supported by 14/41 (P = 8, A = 6) of the interviewees. Although techniques con-
tinue to evolve and new features are constantly added into tools [9], challenges
related to the technical maturity of root cause analysis based on process data,
the combination of process mining and robotic process automation (RPA), the
“inability of any algorithm to split labels based on context” (p39) and shortcom-
ings in the configuration of the dotted chart in ProM are reported to still exist. Of
this list, dissatisfaction with results based on the integrated root causes analysis
was most frequently mentioned. Participants noted that “conformance analysis
is extremely complex and resource consuming” (p3) and pose the question: “How
can we bring in and integrate process mining, maybe with other tools or improve
its own methodologies in theory to help finding the root causes?” (p1).

“Access to Additional Information” (C14) was remarked as challeng-
ing by 10/41 (P = 7, A = 3) participants. They stated that “it’s often the case
that we need some additional knowledge to really get into an event log” (p8), but
at the same time do not have access to “good documentation” (p34). Access to
stakeholders as a source of information is required, but also perceived as chal-
lenging. Participant p17 reported: “These are all assumptions that we make, so
we need to have like a confirmation from the business that’s actually a right,
attribute that you need to have a look into”. If access to stakeholders is not avail-
able during this phase, analysts are limited to “check what was obvious” (p7).

The “Process Visualization” (C15) covers challenges reported by 8/41
(P = 2, A = 6) participants. Out of the interviewees, especially academics referred
to the directly-follows graph (DFG) representation as an unsolved challenge, but
also practitioners reported that they “don’t trust the maps [. . . ] because of this
slider, we see paths, which already means you don’t see variants. You see paths,
the most frequent paths. And that’s not the same thing, I mean, that’s not some-
thing that really happens” and stated that “you cannot already tell from seeing
the map, ok, that’s how it behaves because there’s some paths missing” (p37).

A completely different aspect, namely the prior “Analysis Experience”
(C16) is reported to be a challenge by 7/41 (P = 3, A = 4) participants. With-
out further elaboration, participants stated that they “don’t have that much
practice, so it [the analysis] was challenging in general” (p10) and that the
“process mining is very, very easy to learn and I think time consuming to really
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master it” (p13). Apparently, learning the “way of thinking as a process mining
analysts” (p22) requires time and experience.

The last challenge we identified for the “Mining & Analysis” phase is “Anal-
ysis Focus” (C17). Statements from 6/41 participants (P = 6, A = 0), all prac-
titioners, are related to this challenge. It is reported that it is difficult to stop
the analysis at a certain point because there is always the risk of “diving deep
into one specific [aspect] but actually loosing the big picture” (p24). Analysts can
“lose themselves too quickly into the details” (p25) partially because it is “hard
to not deviate from your original aim” (p26).

4.5 Stakeholder Evaluation

During the “Stakeholder Evaluation” phase, the process mining analyst presents
and discusses insights from the analysis and answers the research question. Mean-
while, tangible conclusions and next steps are suggested for improving the pro-
cess regarding identified shortcomings [5]. The challenges encountered in this
phase are supported by 11/41 (P = 7, A = 4) participants of our study.

One important aspect of the stakeholder evaluation is to find causality to
answer the research question. However 8/41 (P = 4, A = 4) participants reported
that they struggle with “Conclusions & Question Answering” (C18). It
was stated that there is a danger of jumping to wrong conclusions (“you have
the data loaded and the data are correct, it’s fairly easy to do an analysis, so a
major pitfall is that you jump to incorrect conclusions” [p11]), and the majority
of the interviewees agreed that it is generally difficult to “come to, let’s say,
hard conclusions or to find let’s say, OK, this is really what we should change
now” (p20). One of the interviewed analysts additionally links the problem to
C13 (“Process Mining Techniques”) and stated that “process mining cannot
answer all the questions you have. You need to combine it with all the approaches
to identify all the features that affect your process in order to answer the whys,
why something is not working” (p3).

After analysts have derived conclusions, stakeholders are often interested in
next steps. 4/41 (P = 3, A= 1) participants stated challenges connected to “Rec-
ommendations & Next Steps” (C19). For example, participant p4 stated:
“I think it’s challenging to answer this question with recommendation of what
to do afterwards” and indeed, process mining shows “where your issues are, but
it’s not helping you to solve them” (p17). Although it could be argued that this
aspect is outside of the defined scope of process discovery [18], four of the inter-
viewed participants considered this a challenge and expect “recommendations or
proposals to change the process” (p25) to come out of a process mining project.

4.6 Challenges Ranging Across All Phases

In addition to the challenges that could be mapped to one of the process mining
phases [5], four additional challenges emerged, spanning across (parts of) the
project. They are supported by 34/41 (P = 19, A = 15) participants.
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22/41 (P = 13, A = 9) analysts reported challenges around “ProcessDomain
Understanding” (C20). Both, acquiring domain knowledge as well as perform-
ing various activities throughout the project in the absence of domain knowledge
are perceived as challenging. This seems to not be surprising considering that
“without domain knowledge, you won’t achieve much or nothing at all” (p38). Even
though associated with all phases, participants explicitly pointed out the short-
comings during the analysis of the process: “Business knowledge is something that
one really needs to have when analyzing the process” (p17) because “if you have
more of the domain knowledge, you would know like which path to check first” (p14).
Thus, domain knowledge supports the analysis process and leads analysts to more
relevant, business-related findings.

Another group of statements is tied to the “Collaboration with Stake-
holders” (C21). 15/41 (P = 9, A = 6) participants reported problems due to
stakeholder expectations regarding the process mining technique, different back-
grounds of the parties involved (e.g. IT versus business), little or different lev-
els of understanding of process mining, and reluctance of stakeholders to work
together with the process mining analyst. Regarding the latter aspect, partici-
pants speculated that stakeholders “don’t want that somebody external of their
business puts his eyes on it” (p34) and stated that they are “hitting a wall” (p34)
within their organizations. Compared to the challenge of not having access to the
stakeholder during the analysis (C14) this challenge rather connects to having
the stakeholders, but that “communicating effectively what process mining can
and should do to people from businesses is maybe the biggest challenge” (p36).

The “Business Process Complexity” (C22) covers challenges related to
the interplay between departments, complex IT landscapes and the resulting
intricacy of organizations and processes executed within them. 10/41 (P = 5,
A = 5) participants reported that “in process mining you have the problem that
you have this complex behavior” and that “real processes, with several process
objects are more complex than, let’s say, the standard process coming from the
vendors” (p33). Demonstrated use cases of process mining often fail to address
business reality. Some of our participants mentioned this challenges in the con-
text of designing the business questions or in the context of the analysis of
‘spaghetti-like’ processes with many events and endpoints.

Detached from the actual process analysis itself, 9/41 (P = 6, A = 3) par-
ticipants addressed problems during or due to the “Enablement/Training”
(C23). Analysts, who have been involved in training colleagues or academics
who teach process mining, reported that it is challenging to provide the correct
level of knowledge and to plan the training in a way that it is appropriate for the
target group, e.g., for “students, which are not computer scientists at all” (p36)
or “for beginners” where the problem is “that there are lots of very different
fields that you have to have some kind of basic understanding like how process
models look like and, um uh, well, basic algorithms and not to misinterpret the
process models that you get at the beginning like directly-follows graphs” (p15).
Additionally, one participant reported that it is challenging to find the courses
and pointed out that available trainings and lectures should be better promoted.
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Concluding, based on interviews with 41 participants, we identified 23 chal-
lenges, each one supported by at least four interviewees. We can observe that
especially C3, C6, C7, C17 and C19 are mainly perceived by practitioners,
whereas all other challenges are reported across the different sectors the par-
ticipants were working in at the time the interviews were conducted. Based on
the explanations given by the interviewees, we related 19 challenges to process
mining project phases [5] and identified four cross-cutting challenges occurring
in and affecting all project phases. We couldn’t identify any significant correla-
tion between single challenges and the self-rated expertise or experience of the
participants reporting the challenge.

5 Discussion

In this section, we will review the identified challenges, link them to related work,
and discuss whether technical or methodological approaches exist that can help
process analysts to overcome them.

Among our findings, one first major cluster of challenges concerns data-
related ones. All of these challenges fall into the data collection and pre-
processing phase (C4-C6 and C8-C10) and include availability, access, quality,
validation, extraction, and transformation. Such challenges have already been
discovered in different fields, for example, considering data as a prerequisite for
data science projects. The authors of [8] and [20] identified comparable chal-
lenges from their interview studies around the acquisition of data, working with
different amounts or forms of data and dealing with concrete data quality issues.
However, comparable challenges have also been discovered in process mining,
where “data” mainly refers to the special format of event logs. The authors
in [11] identified specific data-related challenges, referred to as C.4, C.7–C.9,
C.12 and C.14, which they mainly captured in the area of governance on the
organizational level. Based on our study, we can confirm that these challenges
are not only perceived at the organizational level but also affect the work of indi-
viduals. Especially C5 and C10 extend challenges reported in [11] by bringing in
an individual perspective.

Several approaches have already been proposed to tackle specific aspects of
these data-related challenges. For example, Suriadi et al. [15] proposed a struc-
tured approach to deal with quality issues in event logs, while Diba et al. [4]
provided an overview of existing methods to extract event log data (C4) and
create meaningful abstractions (C8). However, for most existing approaches,
major shortcomings are reported [4] and their integration into many of the pro-
cess mining tools is limited. As a result, their broad application in practice is
missing [1]. Our work suggests that further research in this direction is required
and that existing techniques will need to be better integrated into commonly
used data pre-processing tools to support analysts in overcoming data-related
challenges and lower the entry hurdle for creating event logs of good quality.

Another group of challenges that we observed is connected to the adoption of
process mining by the analysts themselves but also by project stakeholders with
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whom the analysts interact (C2–C3, C11, C16, C21 and C23). These challenges
span across all process mining project phases apart from the data collection and
pre-processing phase and include limited access to process mining tools, non-
suitability of process mining for the analysis or problems in the collaboration
with stakeholders, who might not be willing to share information or do not
trust the results of the process discovery. While some of our challenges overlap
with organizational challenges reported in [11] (in particular C.23–C.32 on the
cultural level), others seem to be more tight to the individual level (especially
C2, C11 and C23 from our work) and go beyond what was reported by [11].

To overcome difficulties regarding the adoption of new technologies, different
approaches and methods have been proposed over the last decades in various
fields, such as manufacturing or information systems [17,19]. However, in the area
of process mining only first attempts exist to better understand the transition
of stakeholders from old practices to the usage of process mining [7,16], and
aspects such as training and enablement have received little attention. Hence,
we conclude that access to comprehensive trainings and a deeper understanding
of the required skill set of process mining analysts is still missing.

Further challenges emerged, revolving around the individual understanding of
the analysts (C7, C12, and C17–C20), such as understanding the process domain
and the event log, or having issues with answering the research question and
deriving improvement recommendations. These challenges occur mainly in late
project phases, i.e., the mining & analysis and the stakeholder evaluation phases.
We observed that these challenges are especially related to the individual level
since there is limited support for them in the findings of Martin et al. [11]. While
the authors in [11] identify challenges like the insufficient domain expertise (C.20)
or incomprehensible outcomes (C.16) and insufficient prescriptive capabilities of
process mining tools (C.17) on the organizational level, the angle from which
these challenges are covered differs from our findings and cannot be connected
to the understanding of individuals. Based on our knowledge, there exists little
support to help analysts guide their analysis based on the research question and
reduce the risk of losing the analysis focus and there is limited guidance for
understanding event logs and data model structures [21]. Besides, the authors in
[5] even observed that the thoroughness of reports for the stakeholder evaluation
phase is decreasing in published case studies in the area of process mining. Thus,
we think that research on the factors determining the understanding of analysts
needs to be enhanced to enable the implementation of targeted support.

To summarize, we discovered that although approaches exist to tackle some of
the discussed challenges, their application in process mining practice is limited.
We observed a mismatch between the solutions provided by existing approaches,
which are oftentimes targeting technical problems, and the challenges faced by
individual process mining analysts in practice. We encourage future research to
take the individual perspective into account by proposing new methodologies and
evaluating existing ones based on their effectiveness on the work of individuals.

Limitations. Since the data supporting our findings was gathered during semi-
structured interviews, our work comes with some limitations typical of interview
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studies. First, we only present and discuss challenges that were directly derived
from the data, meaning that they were explicitly stated by our participants.
Therefore, there is a possibility that our findings are not complete, since our
participants might have not been able to recall and describe all the challenges
they face in their work practices. Additionally, the perception of what constitutes
a challenge may be subjective and can vary across participants. Nevertheless, in
order to obtain valid and reproducible results, we selected a sample of more than
40 interviewees and only considered challenges that were reported by at least 4
individuals. Moreover, the interviews directly followed an analysis task and thus,
reported challenges may be biased by the recent experience of conducting this
specific task. Still, the study was designed to be representative of typical process
analysis tasks and the interviewees were also asked to consider general challenges
and difficulties. Interviews anchored to other types of tasks or triangulated with
behavioral data can help to complement and generalize our findings.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on process mining challenges from an individual per-
spective. Based on the analysis of 41 interviews conducted with practitioners and
academics working in the field, we identified 23 challenges. All of these challenges
hinder the work of individual analysts, preventing them from working efficiently
and effectively and, in the worst case, discouraging them from conducting further
projects in their organizations. While focusing on the individual perspective, we
identified that the discovered challenges also affect the organizational, group and
technical levels. Although approaches exist to address these challenges, most of
them have not been applied to the field of process mining yet and the assessment
of their ability to support individual analysts during a process mining project
remains open. In the future, we plan to continue our work to better understand
the factors that cause process mining challenges and individual support needs.
Besides, we aim to investigate potential approaches and solutions that experi-
enced analysts implement to overcome the challenges, paving the way for easier
access and improved use of process mining, especially for novices.
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